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From: Rose Bayudang 
Sent: Saturday, November 9, 2013 1:27 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: No Opt Out Fees for Smart Meter Program

Dear BCUC: No one really knows what long term effects will result from the increasing electrification of earth's 
atmosphere by low-level man-made radiation. The harshest effects, such as genetic malformation and sterilization, might 
not show up for several generations; if, for example, unfertillized eggs inside pre-pubescent girls' wombs are damaged, 
resulting problems might not show up for two or three generations. Experts on both sides can readily be found. The side 
that stands to earn the most is always the most voluble. In our house, we always err on the side of caution. Our 
Government, however, has a mandate to "lead the way in the new technologies;" just as we did in the past with x-ray 
machines in shoe stores and when we used thalidimide to treat morning sickness in pregnant women.... Craig suffered 
from electromagnetic hypersensitivity when smart meters were first being installed in our neighbourhood, which 
corresponded to cellular masts being erected on a rooftop a block away. At the time, he was a regular blackberry and cell 
phone user. A local health practitioner recommended getting rid of the cell phone and clearing out all the rf radiation 
devices in our home, which included the cordless phone etc. Within a month all his symptoms disappeared. Now our 
Government is forcing us to put a wireless electromagnetic device on the side of our home. In Sweden EMF (Electro-
magnetic radiation) sensitivity is recognized as a disability and the government will paint your house with anti-radiation 
paint if you need it. Two different sides of the same coin. In Canada, we should have a choice as to what new 
technologies are implemented in our own homes-- instead of having smart meters ramed down our throats so the 
"publicly owned" utility can lay off meter readers and force us to install new programmable appliances. Regards, Rose 
Bayudang & Craig Ruttle P.S. We are already paying for a program we plan on never using: smart meter opt out fees of 
$35 to $20 per month are extortionary. Feel free to phone us at  if you have any questions.  
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